Background: In the past years the Smith-Waterman sequence comparison algorithm has gained popularity due to improved implementations and rapidly increasing computing power. However, the quality and sensitivity of a database search is not only determined by the algorithm but also by the statistical significance testing for an alignment. The e-value is the most commonly used statistical validation method for sequence database searching. The CluSTr database and the Protein World database have been created using an alternative statistical significance test: a Z-score based on Monte-Carlo statistics. Several papers have described the superiority of the Z-score as compared to the e-value, using simulated data. We were interested if this could be validated when applied to existing, evolutionary related protein sequences.
Background
Sequence comparison is still one of the most important methodologies in the field of computational biology. It enables researchers to compare the sequences of genes or proteins with unknown functions to sequences of wellstudied genes or proteins. However, due to a significant increase in whole genome sequencing projects, the amount of sequence data is nowadays very large and rapidly increasing. Therefore, pairwise comparison algorithms should not only be accurate and reliable but also fast. The Smith-Waterman algorithm [1] is one of the most advanced and sensitive pairwise sequence compari-son algorithms currently available. However, it is theoretically about 50 times slower than other popular algorithms [2] , such as FASTA [3] and BLAST [4] . All three algorithms generate local alignments, but the SmithWaterman algorithm puts no constraints on the alignment it reports other than that it has a positive score in terms of the similarity table used to score the alignment. BLAST and FASTA put additional constraints on the alignments that they report in order to speed up their operation: only sequences above a certain similarity threshold are reported, the rest is used for the estimation of certain parameters used in the alignment calculation. Because of this Smith-Waterman is more sensitive than BLAST and FASTA. The Smith-Waterman algorithm finds the best matching regions in the same pair of sequences. However, BLAST and FASTA are still far more popular because of their speed and the addition of a statistical significance value, the Expect-value (or simply e-value), whereas the original Smith-Waterman implementation relies only on the SW-score without any further statistics. The newer Smith-Waterman implementations of Paracel [5] , SSEARCH [6] and ParAlign [7] do include the e-value as a measure of statistical significance, which makes the Smith-Waterman algorithm more usable as the engine behind a similarity search tool. The e-value is far more useful than the SW-score, because it describes the number of hits one can expect to see by chance when searching a database of a certain size. An e-value threshold can be used easily to separate the 'interesting' results from the background noise. However, a more reliable statistical estimate is still needed [8] . The Z-score, based on MonteCarlo statistics, was introduced by Doolittle [9] and implemented by Gene-IT [10] in its sequence comparison suite Biofacet [11] . The Z-score has been used in the creation of the sequence annotation databases CluSTr [12] and Protein World [13] and was used in orthology studies [14] . The Z-score has also been implemented in algorithms other than Smith-Waterman, such as FASTA [15] . It is calculated by performing a number (e.g., 100) of shuffling randomizations of both sequences that are compared, completed by an estimation of the SW score significance as compared to the original pairwise alignment. This makes the Z-score very useful for doing all-against-all pairwise sequence comparisons: Z-scores of different sequence pairs can be compared to each other, because they are only dependent on the sequences itself and not on the database size, which is one of the parameters used to calculate the e-value. However, this independency of the database size makes the Z-score unsuitable for determining the probability that an alignment has been obtained by chance. The randomizations make the Zscore calculation quite slow, but theoretically it is more sensitive and more selective than e-value statistics [16, 17] . Unfortunately, this has never been validated experimentally.
Some methods have been used to combine the sensitivity and selectivity of a sequence comparison algorithm into one single score [18] . Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is a popular measure of search accuracy [19] . For a perfect search algorithm, all true positives for these queries should appear before any false positive in the ranked output list, which gives an ROC score of 1. If the first n items in the list are all false positives, the ROC n score is 0. Although researchers have devised many ways to merge ROC scores for a set of queries [20] , one simple and popular method is to 'pool' search results so as to get an overall ROC score [21] . Another method to evaluate different methods is the errors per query (EPQ) criterion and the 'coverage versus error' plots [2] . EPQ is a selectivity indicator based on all-against-all comparisons, and coverage is a sensitivity measure. The assumption for EPQ is that the search algorithm can yield a 'normalized similarity score' rather than a length-dependent one, so that results from queries are comparable. Like ROC, the coverage versus error plot can give an overall performance comparison for search algorithms. A third method, the average precision (AP) criterion, is adopted from information retrieval research [22] . The method defines two values: the recall (true positives divided by the number of homologs) and the precision (true positives divided by the number of hits), which are plotted in a graph. The AP then is an approximate integral to calculate the area under this recall-precision curve. These methods were used to compare several sequence comparison algorithms, but we use them to compare the e-value and Z-score statistics. Analyses of BLAST and FASTA are also included as reference material.
Here we show that two out of the three Smith-Waterman implementations with e-value statistics are more accurate than the Smith-Waterman implementation of Biofacet with Z-score statistics. Furthermore, the comparison of BLAST and FASTA with the four Smith-Waterman implementations shows that FASTA is a more reliable algorithm when using the ASTRAL SCOP structural classification as a benchmark. The Smith-Waterman implementation of Paracel even has lower scores than both BLAST and FASTA. SSEARCH, the Smith-Waterman implementation in the FASTA package, scores best.
Results
We used a non-redundant protein-domain sequence database derived from PDB as the target database. It is automatically generated using the ASTRAL system [23] . According to the structural classification of proteins (SCOP release 1.65), it includes 9498 sequences and 2326 families. True positives are those in the same family as the query sequence. SCOP as an independent and accurate source for evaluating database search methods has been used by other researchers [2, 24] . ASTRAL SCOP sets with different maximal percentage identity thresholds (10%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 95%) were downloaded from the ASTRAL SCOP website [25] . Their properties (number of families, number of members, etc.) are shown in table 1. Three different statistical measures were applied: receiver operating characteristic (ROC), coverage versus error (CVE) and mean average precision (AP). We compared six different pairwise sequence comparison algorithms, which are listed in table 2, together with the parameters used in this study.
Receiver operating characteristic
The mean ROC 50 scores increase if more structurally identical proteins are included, for both the e-value and the Zscore measurements (Fig. 1) . The 
Coverage versus error
This method differs from the ROC analysis on one crucial point: instead of looking at the first 100 hits, we varied the threshold at which a hit was seen as a positive. Hence the results are somewhat dissimilar: the differences between the several algorithms in the coverage versus error plots ( Fig. 2) are not as obvious as they are in the ROC 50 graph (Fig. 1) . Figure 2A shows the coverage versus error plot for the smallest ASTRAL SCOP set (PDB010), figure 2B shows the plot for the largest ASTRAL SCOP set (PDB095) and figure 2C shows the plot for the intermediate set PDB035. An ideal algorithm would have a very high coverage but not many errors per query, which places it in the lower right corner of the graph. SSEARCH has the best scores when using the PDB010 set, followed by ParAlign and FASTA, with the latter scoring best in the lowest-coverage range (<0.02). Biofacet with Z-score has the lowest scores. The PDB095 plot shows some differences between the low-coverage range (<0.25) and the high-coverage range (>0.50). In the low coverage range, FASTA and Paracel have the highest scores, whereas SSEARCH and ParAlign have the highest scores in the low-coverage range. It should be noted that the high-coverage range might statistically be more reliable because of the larger number of hits. The PDB035 set gives similar results.
Average precision
The average precision graph (Fig. 3) shows some minor differences from the ROC 50 graph ( Fig. 1 ): for the PDB020, PDB025 and PDB030 set, Paracel (e-value) scores better than Biofacet (Z-score). However, the advantage of the Biofacet Smith-Waterman with Z-score increases from that point on (PDB035, Paracel: 0.16, Biofacet: 0.17) to the right side (PDB095, Paracel: 0.19, Biofacet: 0.24). The Z-score seems to score better when more similar proteins are compared. Once more, SSEARCH has the highest scores for all structural identity percentages, with FASTA as the second best.
Case studies
We included two examples of our statistical analysis, which show how the ROC and mean AP measures differ from each other and how results can be different for each studied protein. We choose two well-studied proteins: enoyl-ACP reductase and the progesterone receptor, the first from a prokaryote (E. coli) and the second from a eukaryote (H. sapiens). Both case studies were done using the PDB095 set, which is the most complete ASTRAL SCOP PDB set used in our study. Bacterial enoyl-ACP reductase Table 3 shows the results of our analysis of the ASTRAL SCOP entry of E. coli enoyl-ACP reductase chain A, d1qg6a_, using the PDB095 set. One way of testing the reliability of a sequence comparison method is by looking at the first false positive (FFP) in the list of top 100 hits ( The mean receiver operating characteristic scores for ten different ASTRAL SCOP sets Figure 1 The mean receiver operating characteristic scores for ten different ASTRAL SCOP sets. The maximal structural identity percentage of each set increases from the left to the right, from 10% to 95%. Red bars: mean ROC50 scores calculated using the Paracel Smith-Waterman algorithm. Blue bars: mean ROC 50 scores calculated using the Biofacet Smith-Waterman algorithm with Z-score statistics. Green bars: mean ROC 50 scores calculated using the BLAST algorithm. Yellow bars: mean ROC 50 scores calculated using the FASTA algorithm. Purple bars: mean ROC 50 scores calculated using the SSEARCH algorithm. Orange bars: mean ROC 50 scores calculated using the ParAlign Smith-Waterman algorithm. Human progesterone receptor Table 4 shows our analysis of ASTRAL SCOP entry d1a28a_, using again the PDB095 set. The structural family a.123.1.1 has 29 members, so the perfect algorithm should have the first false positive at the 29 th hit. Surprisingly, BLAST scores best here with its first false positive at the 25 th hit (Table S. 2 [see Additional file 1]), although The average precision values for ten different ASTRAL SCOP sets Figure 3 The average precision values for ten different ASTRAL SCOP sets. The maximal structural identity percentage of each set increases from the left to the right, from 10% to 95%. Timing Table 5 shows the time that each of the six algorithms needs to perform an all-against-all sequence comparison of the ASTRAL SCOP PDB095 set. The BLAST algorithm is clearly the fastest, followed by the other heuristic algorithm FASTA. Of the Smith-Waterman algorithms, ParAlign is by far the fastest. The Biofacet algorithm needs much time to calculate 2 × 100 randomizations and is therefore the slowest sequence comparison algorithm.
Discussion
The theoretical advantage of the Z-score over the e-value appears to be rejected by our results. Our results show that the e-value calculation gives an advantage over the computationally intensive Z-score, at least when looking only at the results from the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Some caution should be taken however, drawing any definite conclusions. First, the Z-score was designed to make a distinction between significant hits and non-significant hits that have high SW scores. It might have an advantage over the e-value when applied to the top hits only, but might have less advantage for the hits with lower SW scores. This idea is supported by the fact that the Z-score is better at scoring high-similarity sequence pairs. This is also reflected in the different ROC and AP scores for the PDB010 set and the PDB095 set: the difference between Zscore and e-value increases when structurally more similar protein pairs are being included. Second, the Z-score can differ for each run, because of its different randomizations [17] . The standard deviation of the Z-score increases almost proportionally with the Z-score itself, i.e. for higher Z-scores the variance will be larger [16] . However, the Z-score increases its precision when more randomizations are calculated (2 × 100 in this study). Third, the PDB set is somewhat biased: it only contains crystallized proteins, and it contains no hypothetical proteins and membrane proteins. The crystallized proteins in the PDB are on average smaller than proteins included in large sequence databases such as the UniProt [26] database (Figure 4 ), whereas the amino acid distribution is approximately the same for these databases ( Figure 5 ). Figure 6 shows that the bias in sequence length is not the reason for the difference in scores: if we only look at proteins with a sequence length of 500 or more, the scores are similar. Other studies have shown that FASTA performs better than BLAST [18, 27] , but these did not include several Smith-Waterman implementations. The SSEARCH algorithm, an implementation of Smith-Waterman, was analyzed in these studies, but this algorithm differs from other Smith-Waterman algorithms used in this study due to the use of length regression statistics [7, 28] . A difference can also be found by comparing the SW scores of Biofacet, ParAlign and SSEARCH: Biofacet and ParAlign have the same SW scores, but the SSEARCH SW scores are different. We calculated the ROC 50 and mean AP for these three SW scores and found that the SSEARCH SW scores gives slightly worse results than the other two SW scores ( Figure 7 ). Another problem is that protein sequences within a certain ASTRAL SCOP family usually have equivalent lengths, since the ASTRAL SCOP database consists of protein domains and not of whole proteins. Results might vary when whole proteins, with different lengths, are studied. Unfortunately, the composition of the ASTRAL SCOP database does not allow us to confirm this statement. Finally, we would like to stress that the results from the CVE analysis might be more reliable than those from the ROC and mean AP analyses. ROC and mean AP make use of a ranking system based on the e-value or Z-score, instead of looking at the e-value or Z-score directly. This means that in some cases, especially the smaller protein families, a large number of very low-scoring hits (e.g. e>100 or Z<3) is still used for the calculation of the scores. This is not the case for the CVE plots, because we varied the e-value and Z-score thresholds above which a hit is seen as a true positive, instead of relying on a ranking system. However, because the results from the CVE plots are similar to the results from the ROC and mean AP graphs, the use of a ranking system does not seem to give a large disadvantage.
Conclusion
For a complete analysis we need a less biased database, having a wide range of proteins classified by structure similarity. Until such a database is available, it will be difficult to pinpoint the reasons for the different results between FASTA, BLAST and Smith-Waterman, and the theoretical advantages of the Z-score. Regardless of all these theoretical assumptions, the computational disadvantage of the Z-score is smaller for larger databases. Z-scores do not have to be recalculated when sequences are added to the database, in contrast to e-values, which are dependent on database size. For very large databases containing allagainst-all comparisons, this is an important advantage of the Z-score. Although recalculating the e-values does not take much time when the alignments and SW scores are already available, this may cause a change in research results that were obtained earlier. Despite these considerations, we recommend using SSEARCH with e-value statistics for pairwise sequence comparisons.
Methods

Sequence comparisons
For the Smith-Waterman e-value calculation, the ASTRAL SCOP files were loaded onto the Paracel file system as protein databases and subsequently used as queries against these databases: the set with 10% maximal identity (PDB010) against itself, the set with 20% maximal identity (PDB020) against itself, etc. The matrix used for all Sequence length distribution between PDB095 and UniProt Figure 4 Sequence length distribution between PDB095 and UniProt. The sequence length increases from the left to the right. The vertical axis shows the number of proteins having that length, as a percentage of the total set. Black bars: PDB095 set. Dotted bars: UniProt set.
sequence comparisons was the BLOSUM62 matrix [29] . This is the default scoring matrix for most alignment programs. For all sequence comparisons in this article, the gap open penalty was set to 12 and the gap extension penalty was set to 1. These are the averages of the default penalties over the six studied methods. Both the matrix and gap penalties used are suited for comparing protein sets with a broad spectrum of evolutionary distances, like the PDB set [30, 31] . Per query sequence, the best 100 hits were kept [see section Data availability], discarding the match of each query sequence with itself.
Receiver operating characteristic calculation For each query, the 100 best hits were marked as true positives or false positives, i.e. the hit being in the same or in a different SCOP family than the query. For each of the first 50 false positives that were found, the number of true positives with a higher similarity score was calculated. The sum of all of these numbers was then divided by the number of false positives (50), and finally divided by the total number of possible true positives in the database (i.e. the total number of members in the SCOP family minus 1), giving an ROC 50 score for each query sequence. The average of these ROC 50 scores gives the final ROC score for that specific statistical value and that specific ASTRAL SCOP set. Mean ROC 50 scores were calculated for all ten different ASTRAL SCOP sets.
Coverage versus error calculation
Instead of taking the first 100 hits for each query, like in the ROC analysis, we varied the threshold at which a certain hit was seen as a positive. For the e-value analysis, we created a list of 49 thresholds in the range of 10 -50 to 100. For Z-score, we created a list of 58 thresholds in the range of 0 to 100. Then, for each threshold, two parameters were measured: the coverage and the errors per query (EPQ). The coverage is the number of true hits divided by the total number of sequence pairs that are in the same SCOP family, for that specific ASTRAL SCOP set. The EPQ is the number of false hits divided by the number of queries. We
Amino acid distribution between PDB095 and UniProt used the most inclusive ASTRAL SCOP set (PDB095), the least inclusive set (PDB010) and an intermediate set (PDB035) to create the coverage versus error plots.
Average precision calculation
For the calculation of the average precision (AP), the 100 best hits per query were marked again as either true positives or false positives. Subsequently for each true positive found by the search algorithm, the true positive rank of this hit (i.e. the number of true positives with a higher score + 1) was divided by the positive rank (i.e. the number of hits with a higher score + 1). These numbers were all added up and then divided by the total number of hits (i.e. 100), giving one AP value per query. The mean AP is the average of all these APs. Mean APs were calculated for all ten different ASTRAL SCOP sets.
Bacterial enoyl-ACP reductase
The ASTRAL SCOP entry for E. coli enoyl-ACP reductase chain A, d1qg6a_, was picked as an example for our methodology. The 100 best hits of this entry on the PDB095 set were calculated using each of the six algorithms and sorted by ascending e-value and descending Z-score. Then they were marked as either true positives or false positives, depending on if the hit was in the same structural family (c.2.1.2) or not. Furthermore, the ROC 50 scores and mean APs were calculated.
Human progesterone receptor
A second example is the analysis of d1a28a_, the H. sapiens progesterone receptor chain A. Once more, the 100 best hits of this entry on the PDB095 set were calculated using each of the six algorithms and sorted by ascending e-value and descending Z-score. These hits were marked as either true positives or false positives, depending on if the hit was in the same structural family (a.123.1.1) or not. Finally, the mean AP and ROC 50 scores were calculated.
ROC 50 and mean AP values for proteins larger than 500 aa Figure 6 ROC 50 and mean AP values for proteins larger than 500 aa. The ROC 50 scores are shown at the left half, the mean AP values on the right half. Red bars: calculated using the Paracel Smith-Waterman algorithm. Blue bars: calculated using the Biofacet Smith-Waterman algorithm with Z-score statistics. Green bars: calculated using the BLAST algorithm. Yellow bars: calculated using the FASTA algorithm. Purple bars: calculated using the SSEARCH algorithm. Orange bars: calculated using the ParAlign Smith-Waterman algorithm.
Timing
We measured the speed of the sequence comparison algorithms, by doing an all-against-all comparison of the ASTRAL SCOP PDB095 set and using the 'time' command provided by UNIX. All calculations were performed on the same machine, except for the Paracel calculation which could only be performed on the Paracel machine. The Paracel calculation time had to be estimated because of the unaivailability of the Paracel machine at the time of performing this analysis.
Data availability
All raw sequence comparison output files (containing the top 100 hits per query sequence) are available through our website [32] . The top 100 hits for the two case studies of the bacterial enoyl-ACP reductase (i.e. 
